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In  Her/ln.  will he hdd in  March  JVI)5  the first ( 'on/(:n.:ncc of the  .l'mtics  to  the  Fnunew~Jr/c · 
( 'om•ention on ('lim aft·  ( 'han}!,c',  which wa.\·· sct up at tlu·, I iN. ( 'onf(n·nce on Fnviromn~ni  tmd 
I  >(~vdol~ment ~11  Rio  d~·  ~Jcmciro,  /91)2  In  this con  rent  ion.  the: dc:~dopc:d  .tt:}!,ion.\·  in -thc· ·world 
co111111 it  ted I hem .\·elves  to a }!.rtldual  li11i ita/ion of their }!,l.;:enht~ll.~c ·~as em is.\· ion.\·,  in  partidtlar·. 
cont·emin}!.  (-'(P,  which is by far the most importcml cmd  he.'it  known }!.rt:i:nhouse  }!,liS.  · In  ihis 
pmcess. lhe-.1(1/ dci_·ided to a stahilise its ('(P emissions in 2000 at  11)9{) level.\·. 
Clirn.:nt  cmalyse.\·  indicate  that  with  pn.:wtilin}!.  expectations  concern  in}!,  energy  price~·  and 
economic }!,mwlh~ the  Hl I  could fall· short of its  stahi/i.\~ttion c(mtinitment by )%-to 8%~ 'rhe 
Commission underlines.  th_i_:n.:forc.  the very imponan·a (~j'reachin}!, this objective. It will-require  a  mon: t-i}!,ortms  implementation of crure_nt Co,;munity and M.etnher State pmgranmies: 
In.  n~.'iflotl.\'i~  -t~'  .the  n·qm;_\·t  of the·  ( 'mmcil.  the  ( ;r;m m i.'ision  present.'i  in  this  doc:um en!  a 
preliminary  {maly.~is of the poliq optio11s  11  h1ch  it shoulci nmsidcr for C(  F  lint ita/ion  in  the 
pen;pcctil·e  t~l  2005-20/0.  In  the  li}!,ht  of -the  deliberations  in  Council  and  at  the  Her/in 
( 'onfcn:'nc·c·.  the ( 'o,;tmissitm H·· ill elahomte a mott' detailed ( 'o11imunicatio~ at-a later stage. l•'mm 
this pn!liminaly cmalysis.  it is ·aln~ady dear !hat a si}!,nifi('(mt  technii:al potential exists to  limit 
tim/ n·ducc·, ( '( J! emissions hcyoltd the year :!000.  lfthi:\· potential is to  he exploited,  s1~hstantive 
t~ncasun·s will hm:i.:  to  he  talcen.  the  impmh~ment of cnet-,.:y  cfficientJ'cmclthe pe.netmtion  ~~f 
renewah/e cnerxy .\·owt:es, completion ~~{the-intemalenei}!J' marie d. a chlUl}!,e  l~{tnmsport modes, 
·  lU1  upward review- rd'  cncry:y  taxes,  a  hcller filcus  t~[ its  R& /) policies,  and an  inlcns~ficd 
cooperation  with third countries.  The  Commission  widerli'ne.\·, ·however,. that  many of those 
tt,~eamrcs can he intmdut·ed w-ith a view to achieve suhslantial benefits 'in other policy areas,  like 
enerxJ'.  R&n and tramport,  as  well as  gmwth.  competitiveness and elnployment,  a\·  already 
{ndic:ated- in the  Comn~ission W hitc  Pape~  f~{ December 1993. 
ln. conclusion.  the main me.\·sa}!,'e  r~fthe Community to  the Conference  (~f the Parties should he 
the following· il is  ci~mmillcd to  implement the necessary mea.wre:\·,  first,  to  stahilise its COl 
emissiom; in the year !000 tmd,  second.  t~J  limii ~md n.:d1ice  ('()]  emis.~ions hey,ond the year 
2000. lt. also sttt!sses the importlUlce o{  dcsignin}!,  cost-c;[{ective strutcgies,in the hope _that  other 
nations will pursue a more .wstainahlc policy 'in  the /it tun:.  · 
- - . 
) A.  JN:rRODlJ(~TION 
J _  The Co  unci I cond us ions of I 5-16 December  I  <)1)4  regarding the preparations for the first 
Berlin Conference of the Parties to  the Framework Convention on Climate Change (Berlin, 
28 March- 7 April  1995) included the request to  the Commission for the elaboration of "a 
set of options in  terms of policies and  measures to  be taken at Community level  and by 
Member States and the resulting emissions for the  European  Union as a  whole, aimed at 
progressive limitations and reductions of C02 and other greenhouse gases at the horizon 
2005 and 20 I  0". 
2.  At  the same time the Council asked the Commission to  review the relevant programmes 
of the  Member  States  in  order  to  assess  whether  progress  in  the  European  Union  is 
sufficient to ensure the fulfillment of the Community C02 stabilisation target for the xear 
2000,  and  submit  appropriate  proposals  befo~_e  the"  nl!xt  meeting  of the  Environment 
Council. 
3.  The present paper will deal with. the set of options for  actions in  the time frame of 2005 
to  20 I 0  while covering at the  same time  ways to  achieve_ the stabilisation target of the 
Community  For 'some of the key  measures envisaged in  the past at EU  level, such as the 
carbon/energy  tax,  there  may  be  a  need for  a  MS  response in  absence of a  Community 
decision. The overview of the national programmes and their assessment will be the subject- -
of a separate paper. This paper is concerned mostly, although not exclusively, with policy 
areas to be considered at Community level, 
4.  Energy related C'02 emissions in  the Community by  2000 are expected to increase some 
5 to  8% over the 1990 levd (see annex  I). This projection is  based on the assumpti-on of 
healthy  economic growth  for  the  rest of the decade and  the  continuation of the present 
energy situation. New measures taken at the Community level, because of the time required 
for the proposals to be elaborated, agreed by the Council and implemented by  the Member 
States, will o'nly have a limited impact on the year 2000 emissions. Therefore, at this stage, 
assunmce  for·  achieving  the  ( 'ommunidy  slabilisation  objective,  rests  with  the 
implementation of  rmTea~t national and Commu!lify pmgrammes, including the introduction 
of the carbon/energy tax_  Many measures to be taken in the framework of  existing national 
programmes can still contribute to the stabilisation objective, ~.g. demand side management 
programmes, investments in cogeneration, fiscal measures as well as specific measures, like 
third party financing, included the SAVE directive. Due to the delays in the implementation 
of national and Community programmes, a more important effort is now required in  these 
areas. So, while our attention is now called by the Council to be focused on the perspective 
beyond 2000, the Commission underlines the importance of reaching the 2000 objective. 
Failure to  do so could damage our ability to convince developing nations in  particular to 
pursue a more sustainable futurl! 
5.  New measures taken at Community level will  be primarily useful for further C02 and other 
greenhouse gas limitations beyond the year 2000. Our list of options will take its departure 
from  the list included in  the Council conclusions of 15-16 December 1994.  Although not 
yet  exhaustive,  our  list  has  been  enlarged  to  include  the  most  important  national  or 
Community actions for effective control This working paper is  not meant to  provide an 
2 e"\ial.ualion  'of the costs  and  ihe  jmpact on  eri1rssrons  of individual  policy  measures. ·A 
detailed evaluation  will  have  t<)  he·  undertaken bef(lre. concrete. policy  proposals c·an_ be 
made and the Commission intends .to  pr~sent a  working paper <in  thi.s  subject  Particular 
effort has been made, however, tq integrate lessons from  ~ast expe~ience. 
5.1.  First,  in  ~trategic te1ms,  the goal· of integntti_ng  the C02 limitation objective in other · 
policy areas needs to be pursued and reinforced. The henef(ts l~{ integration do exist: C02 
ab~tement policies should, in  many cases,  be implemented on their own· right, as they 
bring  substantial  secondary  benefits  in  different  policy  areas.  In  this  context,  it  is 
pertinent to emphasize that pref  erencc be given to precautionary mesures. As already put 
forward by the White Paper on growth, competitiveness and employment, it  is possible. 
to irttegrate.economic and social  ~bjectivcs ofthc Community with thos  ___ e  related to the 
· cnvitoriment.  As  a  result,  our  list  of options  is  presented  in  a  way  which  highlights 
pbssible_ strategies linked to  key  areas of Community activity, where ongoing processes 
can be reinforced.  . 
•  ·  t:ncl}!y  policy, as  put  forward  in  the Green  Paper fur a  European. Union ·Energy  Policy, 
is· concerned with balancing -and developing synergies between- environment protection, 
energy security and  compctitivcn~ss. Compctitivenes~ and  welfare should be.  improved 
_by· bringing down the costs of energy ·services to the _final  consumer through a rational 
us<;: of energy,. which will decrease energy usc and reduce other cnvironri1cntal problems 
(air pollution).  .  ·  -
. •  TranstJOrt JJOiicy  has set as its goal to  achieve a sustainable mobility _  _This will inevitably 
imply structural change in the ~ransport sector, likely to limit substantially C02 emissions, 
•  As-already  recommended  by  the  Commission  White  Paper,  fiscal  policies  have  a 
important role to  play  in  reducing uncmployn1cnt, while at  the same time limiting C02 
emissions. 
•  RTI)aJOiicy has now identified the enVironment, and C02. limitation in  particutar, as  t~c 
main driving force  for the  tcchnolQgical  change.  New  energy  tec~nologics will  play  a 
crucial role after 2000 for the mitigation of C02 emissions; their implementation would 
also· in\ prove competitiveness of the european industry th-rough  the creation of markets 
and products.  . 
•  Progressively,  other  policy  areas  integrate· a  greenhouse gas abatement diinensioJ!:  in 
particular, it  will  increasingly  become a dimension of our external  relations.  Possible 
syn~rgics with otilCr policies , such. asagricultund a.o;  v.·cll  a.'l  §tructund polides need also 
to  be emphasized. At  Member State level, housin2, urban renewal· and land-use planning 
policies have also an  importanl'impact on  the development of C02 emissions. 
I  . 
,5.2.  Second, the  ~hallenge of integration, in  policy terms, has perhaps been underestimated. 
A  considerable . political  commitment  is  required  in . all  these  p61icy  mas  if  C02 
limitations  are  to  take  place effectively.  This  challenge  forces  us  to  concentrate our 
efforts on the implementation of  concrete measures rather than on the setting of  long term-. 
. targets.  As  a·  result,  when  looking  beyond  2000,  It  must  be  stated  that  even  C02 
stabilisation will  re~aln very challenging given present energy and economic structures  .  .  ' 
an& the  expectations  for  economic  growth. ·It  needs .  to  be  remembered  that  C02 
stabit"isation  means that  a' g'rowing GDP has to  be produced with  the same  aniou~t of 
C02 'emissions.  Qn  the  other  hand,  in  the  longer  term,  the  range  of cost-effective 
.  .  .  ~ 
possibilities to limit C02 emissions  also becomes larger, as a larger part of the stock of 
equipments is being replaced by new, cleaner and more efficienttechncilogies issued from the  Kl'l>  al:l1v1ty.  In  th1s  l:ontext.  we  lll~cd  to  rel:all  that  many  of the  potential  actions 
identified in  the early  l91)0s, and Jn  particular by ihe Commumty strategy to limit C02 
emissions and improve energy eff1ciency, have not yet been utilised, if at all  taken place. 
Taken together, the options developed in this paper could in  principle allow achievemen.t, 
beyond the -C02 stabilisation of 2000, of reducti<?ns  of 5 to  10% in  the time frame of 
2005-20 I 0.  The  effective  results  will,  however,  depend  on  concrete  action  being 
undertaken in  time at Community as well as national  level. 
B.  OPTIONS 
I.  Chan2ing matiu>t  shuctm~s: t'ompletin2 the  intemail  nt~t  of t>ne~y 
I_  Electricity  generation  from  fossil  energy  sources  and  gas  account  for  nearly  50o/o  of 
energy  related  C02  emiss10ns  in  the  lJnion.  Market  structures  have  therefore  an 
considerable impact on· total C02 emissions. 
1.2.  The  role  of  m~t  liberalisation  in  limiting  C02  emissions  needs  to- be  further 
emph'asized. The internal energy market may allow the increased efficiency of the system 
through a better allocation of resources and the development of autoproduction, which 
is particularly suited to be undertaken in an energy-efficient (cogeneration) or renewables 
mode, _ Its completion could therefore give the opportunity to increase the production as 
well as exchange of electricity produced in  an energy efficient and/or low carbon mode. 
I.J.  Tnulseuropean network.., optimise the usc of  electricity generation capacity (including low 
carbon capacity) throughout the EU  and bring low carbon fuels  to  regions where they 
could not be used before  A rapid implementation of these networks is therefore needed. 
1.4.  While market liberalisation will  improve the economic efficiency of energy supply, it  is 
essential  to  take  advantage of the  dcmimd  side potential  for  C02 abatement  as  well. 
lrntegrated resomt:e planning for electricity and_ gas is  therefore to  be actively promoted 
'in  the  framework of the completion of the  internal  market for  energy.  Utilities should 
therefore investigate supply side and demand side management options (energy efficiency 
and renewables at consumer level) on an  equal footing. This requires that utilities be able 
to obtain  profits, not only from selling gas or electricity, but also from energy services _ 
they provide in the form i.a. of  energy efficiency investments in end-use sectors. Towards 
. this direction, a community measure is  in  preparation. 
1.5.  Market  liberalisation  is  expected  to  bring about  cost-effective  options  to  limit  C02 
emissions, provided enef!,,'Y  prices integrate external  costs.  At  the same time,  dialogue 
with  the  power· generation  sector· needs  to  be  strengthened.  Such  a  dialogue  would 
integrate  different. aspects,  such  as  energy  security,  environmental  protection  and 
competitiveness and would result  i.a.  in  an  integrated approach of greenhouse gas and 
acidification objectives. The strengthening of this dialogue should encourage the use, in 
appropriate circumstances, of voluntary agreements. 
4 2. 
2.1 
2.2-, 
Res_noving  banit>r.i  to  t>ne•JtY  efficienry improvements and· to  penetl'ation of renew~bles 
There is a considerable Com11_1unity  dimer1sion  in  improving enea}:y  efficiency, not only 
. in ·view of the  internar nuirket dimension, but ·also as this is  a strategi,c objective. which 
impacts  on  many  a_spects  of Ell  life  (e.g.  competiveness.  employment,  environment, 
regional  development and energy security)  Energy  cfTiciency  improvements in  end-use 
s_ectors  remain undoubtedly the ri10st  important and attractive C02 limiting option in  the 
medium  term.  By  removing specific  barriers  to  energy  efficiency  improvements  in 
industrial,· domestic and tertiary  as· well  as  transport sectors, billions of ecus could be-
saved throughout the economy, by  bringing down the cost of  energy services. The options 
2.2.- to 2.4 are designed to give a  C~mmunity contribution to the  re~oval of  ba~riers to 
energy efficiency  improvements.'·-
'  ' 
Eneq,,-y  efficiency measures could- be  strengthen~d within. the forthcoming SAVE n: 
- ·..  . 
•  Improving  the 'energy  efficiency  of energy  using  equipment .has  a  strong  internal  market 
dimension.  There is  large scope for improving energy efficiency of appliances used  in  the 
domestic/tertiary  sector,  which  nrc  rcsp'onsiblc  for  about' 17%  of C02  emissions  in  the 
Community  (healing  usc  not  included).  Minimum- standards,  voluntary. agrccmc_nts, 
. international ncgociations and/or legislation; arc li.cy  measures to remove from  the m arkctthc 
lem·t  effh:ieni  technologies,  which  continue  to  be  sold  to  those  consumers who  remain 
unaware of the  long  term  benefits  of purchasing  more  efficient  ones.  Complementary. to 
standardisation,- energy  labelling  provides  information  to  encourage  the  usc  of the  most 
_efficient appliances. The adoption of Commission directives, in the frrun·cwork. of directive  .. 
92/75/EEC, should therefore be aeccleratcd and extended. It is furthermore csscnt!al to ensure 
the  rapid  and  full  implementation  in  the  Mcn1bcr  States of the  SAVE Directives  already 
adopted (in particular concerning heating requirements ofhouscholds). hi  a di.fferent context, 
the implementation of the European ·ccolabcl scheme may  also be  speeded up with a  view 
.. to limit the overall impact on  the environment, including C02 emissions. 
•  There is also a strong Commu_nity dimension in disseminating information through networks 
and  suppprting  pilot actions  on e.g.  transport,  buildings,  cogcn.cration,  regional  and  local 
energy efficiency initiatives and third party  financing. 
2.3.  ~ommunity  suppoat  to  urban  and  n~gional  ene..f=y  management  could·  also  be 
strengthened, through harnessing the experience within the  Member States in  the frame 
of cohesion  policies.  The  bottom-up· approach  in  the  field  of energy  management 
contributes to  C02 abatement.  The Commission has  financed  the setting-up of energy 
agencies at regional and city level for the diffusion of energy  managem~nt. Recognising 
and strengthening the  role of local· authorities, particularly  weli. placed  for  influencing 
citizens' behaviour, is a base of acting locally  on  global  issues. 
2.4.  As  regards  the  industtial  se_cto•·.  which  is  directly  responsible  for  I 8%  of C02 and 
·indirectly for about 30%, energy efficiency improvements are usually brought about by 
the  market.  However,  in  diff~n~nt  sectors,  energy  eTficiency·  measures  by  individual 
companies  could  be  further  promoted.· Combining the  scattered ·expertise  on  energy 
efficiency· with  private· financial  resources  can  ·create  a  market  offering  business 
opportunities, on the one hand, and lower energy costs on- the. other.  . 
· •  The ongoing  dialogu~ o-f the Commission with industrial scctors.should be reinforced, with 
5 a  v,iew  to  removing  uncertainty  for  economic actors. facilitating  strategic developments for 
providing  energy  services. as  well us  making  operational  the  issues  of partnership and  co-
responsibility  as set out in  the  Fifth  Action  program. 
•  The strengthening of this  dialogue should encourage  the  usc,  in  appropriate circumstances, 
of voluntary  Hgi\.'Cmcnt~ with  the  aim  or improving  energy  efficiency  and  limiting  C02 
emissions.  In  this respect. the development of a fnunewolk at Community level to cover the 
usc  or these  voluntary  agreements  should  also  be  considered.  taking  into  account  the 
Community competition policy. 
•  The  implementation  of the  ..  :nvimnmcnt  Management  and  Audit  Scheme  may  also  be 
speeded. up with a view to  limit the overall impaci of industrial activities on the environment, 
including C02· emissions 
2 :'i.  The integration of  11~n~wahle enerxies into the energy market is  also a strategic goal with 
many dividends and a significant share of these energies in  the whole energy balance has . 
to  take place by  20 I 0  Te.chnical (both supply and demand side ·aspects), economic and 
social  aspects  of  renewable  energies have  to  be  addressed  in  cooperation  with 
professional  organisations,  authorities  at  the  local,· regional  and  national  levels  and 
industries  (including  SMEs).  Synergies  should  be  sought  with  other  relevant  EU 
instruments, such as Structural and Cohesion Funds, Common Agricultural Policy, etc  ... 
2.6.  Removal of  non-technical obstacles to greater use of renewables including harmonisation, 
standards,  financial  support  for  pilot  action,  information,  i.e.  contim~ation · and 
strengthening of ALTENER is a straightforward option. The contribution of renewables 
to reducing C02 emissions might be expected by  the year 20 I 0  to amount 6. 5% of the 
1990  level  of C02 emissions through  existing programmes like  ALTENER, ·JOULE-
THERMIE.  the  implementation _of  carbon/energy  taxes.  like  the  one proposed  by  the 
Commission, and the completion of the internal energy market. In parallel with problems 
of  cost-effectiveness, issues of acceptability as regards environmental impacts should also 
be addressed,  as  this  is  a  prerequisite for  making  renewables a  signifi<;:ant  option  for 
greenhouse gas abatement. 
3.  Trnnsport:  changing  market  structures,  improving  vehicle  efficiency  and  fostering 
belnaviouml change 
3. I.  The  transport  sector  in  the  European  Union· accounts  for  about  25% of total  C02 
emissions; it  is  the second-most important sector in  terms of C02 emissions. Other air 
emissions  from  transport·  will  be  limited  under  curreilt  and  proposed  Community 
legislation.  Transport-related  C02  emissions,  however,- are  forecasted  to  increase 
significantly under a  "business-as-usual" scenario, in  relative as  well  as  absolute terms, 
as transport demand is likely to continue its  upward trend.  Options to limit and reduce 
C02  emissions  from  traffic  can  focus  on  improving  the  fuel-efficiency  of vehicles, 
developing alternative fuels and engine systems as well  as enhancing the efficiency of 
the o-verall transport system ( e g.  by a shift to more fuel-efficient transport modes). In the 
longer term. more efficient land-use planning and advanced forms of communication, i.e. 
teleworking and information highways, could limit the demand for mobility  Ecpnomic 
and fiscal  instruments, technical measures, RTD for new advanced technologies (electric 
vehicles). 'voluntary commitments, transport planning and infrastructure investments are 
undoubtedly  the  main  types of instruments to _achieve  these objectives  The following 
policy areas arc particularly promising to  limit C02 emissions 
6 3 2  The· Comnussion  1s  called  on  ·by  the  Council  to  m~tke  a  proposal  concern.ng.  a 
Community measure to  reduce <:01  emissions from passenger car.~.  Important elements 
to consider in  this respect arC  C~Hlllllitrnents by  industry .to  produce more 'efficient Cars,.· 
ecr~n01nic and fiscal  measures to  modify  cor\sumer behaviour through fuel  excises and 
vehicle taxes,  a~ well as refcn.lnce.standards. From a technical point of view, a substant_ial 
improvenwnt in  the fuel  economy of new cars is possible over a period of I 0  to.  _15  years. 
;rhe technical potential for improvin.g ·the fuel  efficiency of new cars over a,  period of I 0 
to  _15  years is  estimated up  to  40%.  Preliminary evidence suggests /that a  major part of 
this potential  could be realised at current market prices  without increasing  th~ overall . 
costs of car ownersh'ip and usage to  con~umers. Measures for improving fuel  efficiency 
of heavy-duty vehi.cles could also be investigated; as well as accompanying measures at 
Member State level to improve driver behaviour. 
3.3.  The reduction of  C02 emissions will have to be part of a comprehensive policy pac)Qlge 
to reduce the large external cost~ of the _current transport system, in particular congestion, 
accidents and air pollution. To that end, the Commission IS currently preparing a Green 
Paper. on the internalisation of external costs.  .  ··  . 
• 
• 
•· 
• 
.  ·-(I  early'  it  is  necessary  to  carcf  ully  anillysc  appropriate  instruments  for  intcmalising 
external  costs  and. more effort  should  be  devoted  to  gaging  their  magnitude.  In  this 
context. the usc or road pricing will undoubtedly have to be· considered more allcnli vcly, 
at  Member State level, and -the  C'ommunity will  have to work with the Member Stales 
towards ensuring compatibility between  various systems. 
A  modal  shift  in  both  the  passenger  arid  the  freight sectors  while  maintaining  high 
loading ratios is  important. Although loading ratios and technical factors arc importaht, 
under most circumstances, rail  and waterway· transport i.s  more fuel-efficient th.an  road 
and  air  transport.  Public  passenger  transport  is  in  principle  inon_:  fuel-efficient  than 
·private passenger cars.  Such a  shift will require, as a  precondition, an' improvement in 
the infrastructure and  in  the service levels of rail~ays, watcm·ays, co,mbincd  transport· 
and public transport, including a higher intcropcrability and intermodality of the transport 
- system  accross the Union.  In  this context, the Community is  prepared to  strengthen. its 
·efforts  towards  the  im provcrncnt  of the  environment,  including  the  assistance· for 
environment-friendly transport infrastructures. Also, in  the context of' structural policies 
and  of  transcuropean  networks,  the  Commission  intends  to  apply  with. rigour  the 
'Community. legislation  on  environmental·  matters  including  environmental  impact 
asscs_sm'ents  for infrastructure projects.  .  . 
Travel distances and associated traiTic and energy consu~nption arc partly dcl<:rmincd by 
lmid-usc planning. The 1nodal split is  influenced by _the  accessibility to transport users of 
the dillcr~nt 11\Ctii\S or transport Integrated transport and land-usc pla~riing c'an  therefore 
help to reduce traiTic, where appropriate, especially on the less fuel-efficient modes. This 
measure will have an  cfTect  only over ihc ''tedium  to  long term.  Member States could 
review the corresponding transport and land-usc .planning guidelines. 
Govcrnn~cr)t-induslry agreements could contain commitments for sector~! C02 reduction 
or specific measures to be taken  by  both sides.' Voluntary  measures by· industry could 
incl~dc a code of conduct on the advertisement of vehicle  perform~ance, the integration 
of.  transport aspects into ceo-auditing· and improv.ed coordination between road haulage 
operators to ·improve loading ratios.  · 
I 
.  ~ 
4.  Fiscal instnimenfs: integrating environmental·concems in the fiscal system 
7 4. I.  In  parallel  with  and  reinforcing the  measures to  improve users'  and consumers' energy 
cfTici~.~ncy. tlw  C'omllliSSion  still  l'OIIS!<lt~• s.  as  ap.l'l~l·d  w1th  tlw C'ounn  I.  thnt  t'&"onomic 
mt'IL'illl\'!1 1\'IIUtin nt•ct•ssmy  In  pnrln:ulur, the snak of' the cnusswns stdl wanants w_1dc1 
usc of instruments taking fuller account· of the external costs _in  the future policy on the 
greenhouse effect.  In  this  context,  recourse  to  fiscal  instruments, as  advocated since 
· 1992, is still on the agenda.  Many of the non-fiscal options discussed elsewhere in this 
paper will in  fact only attain their full emission abatement potential in a context of higher 
final  energy  prices.  Taxation, whether at  the national or the Community level, is likely 
to play an important role in  this context. Finally, the approach put forward by the White 
Paper on growth, competitiveness and employment should be strongly underlined.  The 
reduction  of non-wage  labour  costs,  financed  by  carbon/energy  taxes,  would  reduce 
unemployment and, in particular, facilitate the integration into the labour market of low 
and non skilled labour. 
'  -
4 2  The delays  in  implementing the  Commission  proposal  to  Introduce  a  CO_Jenergy  tax 
(COM(92) 226 fmal of 30 June  1992) combmed w1th  the specific problems encountered 
in  devising a fiscal  instrument meetmg the general requirements and the Member States' 
more specific requirements have prompted the Commission to fine tune its approach to 
make the most of the complementary featun~s of the various fiscal measures which could 
be envisaged. 
4.3.  The Commission maintains the approach in its 1992 proposal on the CO/energy tax, but 
it notes that the proposal poses serious short-term implementation problems for a number 
of Member States.  Without changing its nature as an objective of high releyance for the 
Union, the Commission believes that, for the Member States which wish to press ahead 
with environmental-taxes on energy, this is an appropriate time to propose an amendment 
introducing a transitional phase providing the degree of flexibility for which a desire was 
expressed at the Essen Summit and at various Council meetings. However, the guidelines 
which it  intends to  submit to.  facilitate  implementati~n of a  fiscal  instrument call. for a 
close, detailed review of the ·needs and possibilities, based on  the lessons which can be 
learnt from the situation in  the Member States which already apply such fiscal  measures, 
whether on their own or alongside long established excise duties.  Generally, the use of 
cconom1c instruments should be decided in  a common framework,  including minimum 
rules,  to  avoid  potential  distorsions  of competition  within  the  Union,  while  giving 
Member States the possibility to go forward on environmental policies.  . 
4.4.  In  the  context of this  review,  the  Commission  will  also  take  account of the  options 
offered by harmonized excise duties on mineral oils, with regard to both structure, where 
extension  of  the  range  of  products  liable  could  be  considered,  and  rates,  where 
environmental  concerns  could  add  to  the  demands of the  internal  rnarket  for  greater 
harmonization.  The advantage of this option is that it fits into a largely harmonized, tried 
and tested framework, systematically revised every two years.  An increase, in real terms, 
in  the  excise duties on  mineral  oils would contribute to  the  awareness-raising needed 
amongst consumers. 
4.5.  This  combination  of a  CO/energy  tax,  where  applied,  and  of predictable,  repeated 
increases  in  excise duties  would  have  a  powerful  effect  on  user  behaviour.  In  this 
connection,  monitoring  of any  national  fiscal  measures  taken  by  the  Member States before or after  the Com•nuniiy  measures would  he of l!I"Cat  hl~ncfit  for  evaluating the-
Ct-;111111111111-y·  ~~oht-it•s  WIH'il  npj1ly111g· tht'  IIICIIIItOIIIIH  11Wdiiii11SIIl,  the'  ( 'otump;sltlll  will  --
thel cfow  h~L~p  u'  purt1~ularly  vigilaut  watch  on  the  f1scal  mca~urcs  ~doptcd  by  the 
Member States.· 
5 _  New technologies and RTD _ 
5.1.  The ·will  to  stabilize or reduce CO~ em1ssions heyond the year 2000 gives technological 
development a crucial_role:  ir1  particul~u-~ tj-le  ti(llescale is  long enough to  bring the new 
technological options on to  the market and iil_crcase  their overall efficiency.  ·In ·addition 
to the MeiT)ber  States' RTD programmes, the Community has another key instrument for. 
dcve.lopment· of new  energy  technologies  in  the·  form  of the  framework  programme. 
Under this, a specific programme on non-nuclear energy -the Jouleflberinie programme-
.  is  now in  place for  the period from  1994  to  1998.  It -is  supph:~mented  ·by a  specific 
programme on nuclear energy  under  th~ Euratom Treaty._·  · · 
5.2.  These programmes are-based on a technology strategy with the following principal terms 
of reference: 
.  5.3. 
•  E~crgy 'technology  is  a decisn·c component  in our cco~omics. since  it  yields multiple 
dividends in  terms of welfare. social and economic cQhcsion; industrial competitiveness, 
job  ·crs~tlon. sccunty of energy supplies and  en\ironmcntaJ protection. 
•  The environment in  general imd  climate change in  particular is  one of the driving -forces 
behind technological change.  This principle implies stepping up  RTD activities, taking 
account  of  the  energy  requirements  of  the  developing· countries  or  the  countries 
converting their economics. 
•  The third  principle of the energy  RTD strategy  is  to  coordinate the entire process from 
the R&D ~tagc through to inarket penetration.' Ecc)i-.omic  instruments to accompany the 
technologies lie at  the heart, of these new  strategy guidelines.  . 
The JOULE-THERMIE programme has an  important role io play in  limiting/reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions beyond the year 2000 as far as it will contribue strongly to the 
·improved conversion of fossil  fuel;· and to the development of efficient technologies in 
the short/medium term and to a substantial  integrati'on of the renewable energies in  the 
longer  term.  The  relative  importance  of new  and  improved  teehriologies  depends  of 
course  on  critical  factors,  such  as  economic  growth,  international  eneJ:gy prices,  or 
environmental policies  Also,  it  is essential to  address the environmental impacts of all 
these ·options to  ensure that their implementation· on themarket will  not find obstacles. 
However,  cost-effective  energy  technologies  and ·co2  abatement  strategies· can  be 
identified for further research and introduction on the  ma~ket.  · 
•  As  far as  the short and  medium term  is  concerned (2000-20 10), these technologies include 
on  the supply side: gus combined cycles plants. new cleaner and  more efficient solid fuel 
technologies for electricity production and CHP, cogeneration technologies, most renewables 
like biomass for decentralized electricity production (including cogeneration), passivc·solar, 
. wind. small scale hydro and waste for energy usc. 
·.  •  On the demand side, the cost efTcclivc options aim ·essentially at  improving the. efficiency 
of existing technologies and at reducing fuel  consumptions; they  include new  vehicle and 
engi~~ designs. more efficent  h~ating systems, appliances (refrigerators, cookers, washing 
9. machines .... ) and  lighting,  advanced  insulation and  glazing,  and  in  industry  waste  heal 
recovery, recycling process control  and  energy  munagement systems.  On  top of that, some 
new  fuel  ~.:nd-usc tedmologies, namely hwfucls f(>r  transport und solar water hcutcrs, would 
also  contrihutc  to  ('()l limitation,  as  would  the  development of electric  vehicles,  whose 
battery technology systems first  need  lo  be optimised. 
111  In  the medium and  longer term  (20 I 0-2020), further technological progress can be expected 
in  the  following areas:  large scale photovohaics, biomass combined cycle plllJ1tS, advanced 
heal  pumps  (gas  and  electric),  more  ambitious  efficiency  improvements  of ·appliances, 
insulation and  glazing and, finally, fuel  cells for transport and electricity production (as far 
as  hydrogen would be considered as  another major contributor to  C02 abatcmcnp. 
5.4.  The C02 effects of the future  retirement of nuclear power plants,  which  is  likely  to 
happen in the horizon of 20 I  0, compared with the actual very limited construction of new 
units,  will  have to  be addressed in  due time.  Possible answers to this problem include 
life-time  extension;  new.  types  of nuclear  plants  or  replacement  with  best-available 
technology,  in  particular  with  regard  to  nuclear  safety.  Failing  the  previous options, 
strong mea<;ures  on other zero· carbon  content  fuels  would be  required, assuming that 
actions  for  additional  energy  efficiency  improvemements or a  reinforced switching to 
natural gas ~ould not b.e  sufficient to compensate for  the loss of nuclear over time  .. 
5 5.  Specific  instruments  like  public  procurement  and  subsidies  for  dissemination  and 
economic  demonstration,  e.g.  through  the  proposed  THERMIE  II  programme,  could 
accelerate the penetration of technologies. The introduction of new technologies can also 
be fostered significantly through the development of synergies with other policies, e.g. 
Common Agricultural  Policy, Regional and Cohesion Funds and Internal Market. 
5.6.  The Joule-Thermic programme and the E.U  countries' programmes are designed to·bring 
the abovementioned technologies oh stream in good time to harness their potential which, 
on extrapolation of current trends, could be equivalent to a  I 0 to 20% reduction in  CO~ 
emissions between 20 I 0 and 2020.  Naturally, the figure attained will  depend not only 
on  the technology  but also on  the  economic  instruments  which  can  be introduced  to 
encourage penetration by these technologies  Here too the Community research should 
contribute to clearer identification of the most effective and acceptable combinations of 
instruments. 
6.  lt:xtemal  relations 
6.1.  The Community's greenhouse gas limitation strategy  has to be  seen as part of a global 
effort to limit anthropogenic climate change.  The CO~ emissions of the Union represent 
about 16% of  global emissions, and given economic and population development in third 
countries this percentage is bound to  decline over the coming decades.  In this context, 
exploiting cost-effective options to  limit C02  emissions within the EU is essential as far 
as it can convince other countries to pursue a more sustainable future.  However, as the 
potential for reducing emissions in the Union countries is tapped, it should become more 
attractive for third countries to  introduce cleaner, more efficient technologies to  reduce 
C02  emissions.  Cooperation  with  non-llnion  countries,  particularly  the  developing 
countries and the countries converting their economies, will therefore play a crucial role 
in the Community's strate!,>y, particularly in  its development cooperation policy and in the 
10 energy .RTD strategy and the Community programmes. 
.  . 
6.2.  Great strides have been taken already, particularly with the establishment of  organizations 
for :the  promotion  of  e~ergy  technologies  in  the  leading  dev~loping countries  and . 
countries of Central and  Eastern· Europ·e.  Cooperation on energy planning and capacity · 
building has  ~lso been established  with_countries inmost of the  major regi.ons of the 
. world  to  produce tools  for  energy  analyses and  decision-making aids in  the. countries 
concerned.  Cooperation  in  energy  matters· is  a  significant  component  of the  Lome 
.·  ConV.ention and the agreement with Asian, Latin American af1d  Mediterranean Countries  .. 
The-protection of the environment is also one of the maj.or objectives of this cooperation. 
6.3.  Far closer technological cooperation with non-Union countries is planncd,in conjunction 
with~the Jo'ule-Thermie programme. and the cooperation program.me on RTD.·  It should 
cnve·r  the following aspects 
•  integrate._ the  measures  to.  transfer  technologies  and  knowhow  irito  the  cooperation 
programme's  under  way  with  a· view  to  genuine  industrial  cooperation  b~sed  on 
partnership.  To  achieve  this,  extensive  campaigns  targeted  on  the  technologies  and 
countries ofTering the greatest potential for a rapid, !;igriificant reduction in C02 emissions 
could set an  ~xample: clean combustion of coal in  China, usc of biomass for electricity 
generation in Latin Ainerica or the introduction of renewable energy technologies in the 
· Mediterranean countries;  . 
•  secure third-country  particip~tion in  the preparation of technology strategies, notably by 
means· of  joint development and usc of analysis tools similar to those developed in  the 
European Union:  A forum  and  fully .ncdged research activities would be established, in 
conjunction with  the specific programme on scientific and  technical cooperation under 
the rramcwork programme and with the cooperation programme oJ1  energy. 
6.4.  The (forti)coming)  CARNOT 11rogramme  for  diffusion  of.dellf1  coal  iechnologies,  is 
· cxped~d to  bring ahout glohal ('02 ahatement, especially in  Asia, where countries like 
China and lnd!a will continue to  usc large amounts of coal  in  any  case. External energy 
relations  can  also  he  strengthened  with  a  view  to  greenhouse gas containment in  the 
framework  of other  Community  programm.es  and  agreements  (SYNERGY,  PHARE, 
TAClS,  ALTEN ER,  Energy  efficiency  protocol  in  the·  fra!lle  of the  European  Enerb'Y 
Charter). 
6.5..  In  addition to Community programmes mentioned above, other forms of cooperation will 
·be  necessary. in  order  to  exploit  .. the _cost-effective  emission _limitation  potential  in 
deveiQping .countries.  Among  other  initiatives,  joint  implementation  initiatives,  e.g. 
·.  through international quota trading, and the Global  Environment Facility, are likely to 
. play an important role. 
7~  Other policy options  .. 
7.1.  ()thcr policy options need to be further identified, as regards their 'community dimension 
concerning the !Imitation of other  greenhouse gases. The Comrttissior{ needs to undertake 
further analysis on  this point and on  is.sues,  such as  the  enhancement of carbon  sinks  . 
. Greenhouse gases like CFCs and ozone arc already covered by international agreements. 
The  rC'mauung  gases,  methane  and  ~20; represent  about  8  %  and  4  %  of the  total 
II greenhouse gas emissions in the Community respectively. Options on the control of these 
gases  will  be  communicated  to  the  Council  in  the  context  of  the  post-Berlin 
developments.  As  far  as  research  is  concerned, coal  research  can  be  used  to  develop 
methane abatement possibilities.  Methane from  coal  mining should be  used for energy 
purposes to  the  'la~gc..-;t  possible extent rather tban being released to the atmosphere. 
7.2.  Other policies need to integrate progressively the objectives of greenhouse gas abatement 
and carbon sink enhancement, in particular, agricultural and forestry policy, structural and 
cohesion funds. nature protection and waste management policies in  the time frame of 
2005-20 I 0.  As  regards the Common  Agricultural  policy.  an  initiative on  biomass for 
energy in  the :frame of CAP reform (e.g.  on set aside land) would be another option for 
virtually carbon neutral use. If properly designed, this option might also contribute to the . 
objectives of the  CAP.  Energy  efficiency  improvements  and  biofuel  development  in 
agriculture are also a viable option to  be considered in  more detail. Additional synergies 
in  terms of regional development and energy security could be developed. 
C.  EXPECTED RESULTS OF POLICIES 
I.  The level of C02 emissions in  the year 2000 and beyond will  depend on several factors 
whose estimation contains unavoidable uncertainties. These factors are, among others, the 
growth of GDP and  population, the  evolution of fuel -prices,  the  level  and  structure of 
·industrial production and transport activity. Last but not least, the effectiveness of  concrete. 
measures taken is crucial to the development of C02 emissions. 
2.  As  regards the year 2000, assurance for achieving the Community stabilisation objective 
rests  with  the  implementation  of current  national  _and  Community  programmes.  New 
measures to be decided at Community level will only have a limited impact on emissions 
in  the year 2000. 
· 3.  As regards the years 2005 and 2010, different assumptions concerning the above factors 
lead to different C02 emission projections. It is, however, useful to give a rough indication 
of the amount of C02 emissions which could be avoided if  all the cost-effective technical 
potential were to he exploited.  Existing studies undertaken for the Commission have been 
used, in particular within the CRASH programme, to provide estimates of the technologies 
which could be introduced in all sectors of the economy and which would reduce the total 
discounted costs of the ener!:,')' system, (i.e. costs of technologies plus total  energy bill). A 
variety of (non-technological) costs and  benefits,  not incorporated in  the above studies, 
need; however, to be taken into account to judge the overall desirability of exploiting this 
potential: 
•  Transactions or other hidden costs (in  tcnns of i.a.  infonnation, time) often act as  barriers 
preventing  private  individuals  to  undertake  these  investments.  Many  policy  measures 
presented in  this paper arc precise!}'  aimed at  removing, or at least reducing, these barriers, 
so  that these investments will not only be considered cost-effective for the energy system 
as  a  whole,  but  also  for  the  private  individuaL  This  technical  potential  will  only  be 
achieved  if these  measures  are  adopted, whose costs of implementation  also  need  to  be 
taken  into account. 
•  Costs and benefits in many different poliG:v areas also need to be taken into account. Some 
12 transitional costs of using less ·energy c<)uld  o~c'ur: ll<lwever, seeondal)  benefits, such as 
~ncrgy  security~  reduction_ or  air  pollution,  improved  industrial  competitiveness· and 
employment also need  to  be considered.  Many policy measures arc,  in  fact, desirable on 
their own, without consideration of their effect on C02 emissions. In  particular, increases 
in energy prices, through tax measures, provide the means_ to finance the reduction ofnon- · 
wage labour costs, in·ordcr to  reduce unemployment and  facilitate  the integration. in  the  · 
labour market of low  and  non  skilled  labour.  At  the  same time, they  would  intemalise 
external costs  e~g. of air pollution  and  improve the attractiveness of investing In  energy 
saving and C02  ~limiting tcchnoiogics. ·  . 
· 3.1.  The  above  studies  indicate  that  the  cost-effective.  technical  p_otential  of· emission 
reductions  for  the  Community  as  a  whole  has been  estimated  to  up  to  20% of C02 
emissions in  the year 20 I 0
1
.  About half of this potential concerns the power generation 
sector--through  actions  in  the  fields of fuel  switching,  ~nergy efficiency  improvements 
(including  cogeneration)  and  penetration  of competitive  renewables.  The.  other' half· 
concerns energy savings in  industrial, domestic/tertiary and transport sectors. Part of  this 
potentialwill be exploited to.achievc the stabilisation of C02 emissions in the year 2000. 
The remaining potential_can be  considered as  potentially sufficient to offset-the effects 
_of economic growth on C02 emissions after the year 2000. The realisation of this cost-
effective technical potential is therefore consistent with a sta_bilisation of C02 emissions 
throughout the period 2000-20 I 0.  Such a strate!:,')'  is to be considered ··as  the extension of 
the no-regret strategy, as·it was set out. in  the Commission Communication of October . 
1991  concerning the Community Strategy  to  limit C02 emissions and improv-e  energy 
efficiency.  · 
.  . 
· 3.2.  If overall benefits, such as energy security, reduction of air pollution, improved industrial 
competitiveness or employment are taken  i~to account, the tackling of more costly energy 
saving and  renewable technologies,  ~hich do  imply,  however,  net' costs to  the energy 
system, could become desirable~. According to the same studies, this would lead in  20 I 0  -
to a  reduction  of 5%  of C02 emissions  compared  to · 1990  l~vels.· Finally,  potential 
benefits related  to  the  transport system need to  be  taken  in!O  account:  several  studies 
indicate that a strong and ambitious policy aiming at changingsubstantially the structure_ 
of the  tran_sport  sector by  encouraging m·odal  shift and  integrated transport as  well  as 
altering  land-use  planning,  could  save  another  5%  of total  C02 ·emissions,  there~y 
bringing the, total  reduction of C02 emissions to  up  to  l 0% in 2010 compared to  1990 
levels.  The  latter policy· would  require  high  levels of investment  costs,  which  could, 
however, be considered necessary, regardless of Climate Change, if mobility in  the EU 
. is  to  become sustainable in the longer te~m.  · 
4.  The  abovemention~ed evaluation concer:ned only  technical :options,  a\·  opposed ·to po/ic,y 
optidn.v considered in this document, due to  the fact that their concrete features have not 
·  ye.t  been· decided upon.  As a result, this technical potential  will  only be achieved if there 
. is a political wilL to adopt a wide-ranging p~ckage of measures, effective enough to remove 
all existing barriers ·to C02-Iimiting Investments. In this context, it is essential to stress the 
complementaritY of al(  policy options proposed, if the potential for C02 abatement is  to 
---------- .  .  .  ' 
1_Th~ cost-cfTcctjvcncss or these opli~ns is assessed assuming a rate of return of 5 to 8% per year. 
and oil prices increasing sr:adually to  20$/bbl  in  2000  and  30$/bbl 2010 (1 987' prices)  .  · 
13 be realised. The figure quoted above can, therefore, only be interpreted as an  indic:ation of 
the expected results of policies und  not  ns  tnrgets or commitments to  he nchieved hy  the 
year 2005 und  20 I  0 
D.  CONCLUSION 
I.  There is  a  window of opportunity  to  reduce C02 and other greenhouse gas emissions. 
'J'echnical  option.~ are available which  could in  principle achieve the stabilisation of C02 
cmi~sions  in  a  cost-effective  way  throughout  the  period  2000-20 I  0.  Beyond  the 
stabilisation, a technical potential exists to  reduce C02 emissions by  up to  10% in  2010. 
It could prove to be cost-effective, provided secondary benefits are taken into account, in 
terms  of energy  security,  reduction  of air  pollution,  sustainable  mobility  as  well  as 
competitiveness and employment, in  line with recommandations of the Commission White 
Paper. 
2.  Policy options proposed in  this document should, therefore, be  developed, with a view to 
allow achievement, beyond the C02 stabilisation of 2000, of reductions of 5 to 10% in  the 
time  frame  of 2005-20 I  0.  These  figures  cannot,  however,  be  considered  as  targets  or 
commitments, because such reductions can only be achieved if there is a political will  to 
adopt a wide-ranging package of complementary measures, for which a detailed economic 
evaluation, including cost-effectiveness analysis, still  needs to be undertaken. 
3.  The main  elements for a coherent strate!:,'Y  are largely known - innovation (RTD), energy 
efficiency, more sustainabl.e transport system, taxation reform and cooperation with  third 
countries. The goal of integrating C02 abatement options into sectoral policies at Member 
State and Community level needs, therefore, to be pursued. Required is an involvement of-
and  cooperation  between- different  actors,  Community  institutions,  Member  State 
authorities (national, regional and urban), the international community and the economic 
actors in  view of implementing an efficient strategy. 
14 Annex.  I:  F.x.pected  C02 emissions from  the CommunitY  in the  year 2000 - Cummt 
foret-as1s 
Assessing the  c~pcctcd C02 emissions in  the year 2000 is  an exercise which needs to  reflect the 
- n1any  uncertainties of economic forecasting and, therefore, is  bound to be revised frequently. C02 
emissions, unlike other pollutants. nrc  closely' linl..cd  to  the level of  ccono~n  ic  activity  us  \veil  as 
to  the level or energy  prices.  At  the  same time, the  effectiveness of measures cannot easily  be 
evaluated, Ill!  it depends 'on' the decisions of rilillions of consumers and business, in  the course of 
their ec-onomic activity. 
In  October 1992, the expected C02 emissions in  the year 2000 for the Community as a whole was 
evaluated  to  be  about  I I% above  the  1990  lcvci,  prior to  the  implementation- of national  and 
Community measures and  programmes.  . 
In  June  1994,  the  Commission  Working  Paper  SEC(94)922  forecasted  an  increase  of C02 
emissions for the Community as a whole of about 4 to  12%. -It  reflected the range of uncertainty 
as far as  forecasts of economic growth, on the one hand, and the effectiveness of measures on the-
~thcr hand. The lower range reflected an  optimistic view of the effectiveness of measures alrci.dy  · 
t3kcn combined with  low estimates of economic growth. The higher range reflected the hypothesis 
of  high growth  rat~s for the rest of the decade (above 3%) eompatib~e with a creation of at least 
15  million new jobs, as  put forward by  the White Paper. 
Impact of economic growth 
.  . 
The economic  gro~th factor  is  critical  in  assessing expected C02 emissions.  The Commission 
services have revised the range of emissions .to  reflect short and  n1cdium  tef11!  forecasts  as  they 
have been  issued by the economic service ofthe Commission. With ccol10mic growth for the rest 
of the decade at about 2.5% to 3% for the Community as a whole, C02 emissions are likely fo  be 
I  - -
5% to  K%  higher than-those of 1990._  - -
Impact of national and Community programmes and measures -
. As  far  as  Community rncasurcs  l!fld  programmes  arc  concerned,  the  situation  as  regards  their 
implc'!lcntation- has  not  changed  since  the  last  assessment.  As  far  as  national  p~ogrammes are 
concerned, almost all Member States ha  .. ·e now developed comprehensive strategies to achieve their 
national C02 limitation targets. However, niost programmes contain little infonnation on the time 
frame  for implementation of measures describ-ed  therein  and  some include no  evaluation of the-
efTects  of individual measures by  the year 2000. ·Therefore, there  is  ito  ev.idencc  that meanires · 
·already taken will be sufficient to offset the increase in C02 cmjssions driven by economic growth. 
Fo-rtunately, there arc plenty of  opportunities to implement measures already foreseen  as  well  as 
new  measures  before  the  end  of the  decade:  fiscal  instruments  (in,  the  post-Essen  context),-
investment~ in cogeneration, demand-side management,' third party financing (in 'the context ofthe 
SAVE directive).- By  contrast. new  measures, which could be decided at Community level, will 
have little effect by_ the year 2000.  . 
Current  forecasts  of economic  growth  point  to  an  increase  of 5%-to  8% of C02  cmlss1ons 
compared to 1990 levels. Those figures arc subject to  uncertainty.  On the one hand, medium term 
forecasts of  economic growth can still be ~cvised and, on the other hand, national  program~es  can 
in  the end prove to be more effective in limiting C02 emissions.  · 
15 